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TH E BR I EF
This started as a pitch with 5 other agencies. The brief was to come up
with a concept on how to raise NETS employees’ awareness of security
threats facing them personally and as a company. This is an internal
campaign for NETS and a huge focus area for the company. They
wanted a concept that people could relate to, and by using humour and
playfulness make security approachable and less strict.
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›

STR ATEGY
The target audience is 3000 NETS employees (Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland). Our creative strategy was to find a symbol or
mascot that could embody NETS’ security strategy, and actively “fight” the
threats facing the company every day. It was important for us to create
something that would engage and humour the employees, increasing their
willingness to listen to the important message.
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›

STR ATEGY
We created the superhero: ProtecThor. He
was “hired” by NETS to fight crime and
educate the employees about existing dangers.
The campaign is split into different topics to
be launched over several years. ProtecThor is
a reoccurring figure in all the topics – fighting
villains based on each security threat topic.
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›

NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

We had several workshops, both internally and with the client to find the right look for our „hero”.
His name is ProtecThor and it was crucial for us that our hero was both approachable, funny and, of course, seriously serious about Security.
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SERIOUSLY SERIOUS
ABOUT SECURITY

NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

This campaign will last several years, therefore we needed to develop a visual profile that wouldn’t become outdated. It felt natural to base the visual profile on a cartoonish style, since ProtecThor is a super hero. This
also contributed to keeping the tone of voice light-hearted and humerous. We created a logo, symbols, colourpalette, typography guidelines and, most importantly, ProtecThor himself.
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VIRUS

INTRUDER

PHISHING

Fr
Ph

Being a superhero, ProtecThor also needed a nemesis, so we created villains based on security threats facing Nets.
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Before launch, a
ProtecThor business
card was placed on
every employee desk, in
addition to publishing
a teaser film on the
company website.
WATCH MOVIE:
SEE AT TACHMENT «PROTEC THOR _TE A SER . MP4»

NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

INTRUDER

Before the big launch we wanted to „tease” to the Nets employees that something was coming. We placed business cards on 3000 desks monday morning a week before the launch. We also published a teaser movie
that wouldn’t reveal to much. The feedback from Nets was overwhelming. Everyone wanted to know what was going on.
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WATCH MOVIE:
SEE AT TACHMENT «PROTEC THOR _ L AUNCH _ MOVIE . MP4»

NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

We found out that video is the most engaging way to talk to the target audience. And since we had a teaser movie we also needed a launch movie. The result was a 1
minute film introducing ProtecThor and his mission.
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RE AD PDF: SEE AT TACHMENT
«PROTEC THOR _ BROCHURE .PDF»

NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

In addition to showing the movie in common areas, Intranet and other platforms we had events in all the nordic countries. Here we handed out candy, keybands and
Brochures. This was also a great venue to introduce the villain for this quarter topic.
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RE AD PDF: SEE AT TACHMENT
«PROTEC THOR _ FOLDER .PDF»

NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

In addition to showing the movie in common areas, Intranet and other platforms we had events in all the nordic countries. Here we handed out candy, keybands and
Brochures. This was also a great venue to introduce the villain for this quarter topic.
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NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

After the hype of the launch had settled we needed to find ways to keep the campaign relevant. One way of doing that was to leave a postcard on every employees desk
right before easter. Here we could write down small security tips and a nice greeting from ProtecThor.
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NETS
SECURIT Y CA MPAIGN

We also had several digital initatives, to keep the campaign entertaining. Examples include ProtecThors tips to good password managment and setting up
a „meet-and-greet” meeting between the Vice President of NETS and ProtecThor, where she thanked him for his service.
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FEEDBACK FROM CLI ENT
The client embraced ProtecThor instantly. It didn’t
take long before we got feedback from the CEO
of Nets group praising the idea and initiative. The
films particularily was a massive hit with the top
management and all of the employees. ProtecThor has
managed to become a symbol for security internally, and
we have been told that people are eagerly waiting for the
next security topic for the story to continue.

We create results!
WWW.NXTA2N.NO

